Measurement of elastic-like behaviour in the power squat.
Because traditional procedures of evaluating elastic-like behaviour have yielded mixed results, the purpose of this work was to explore two methods of measuring elastic-like behavior in the power squat. The entire concentric time method was based on traditional procedures. The initial concentric time method was developed to examine elastic-like behavior for the beginning 0.2 s of concentric movement. The present study compares a power squat performed maximally by nine subjects at 70% of their 1 repetition maximum. Squats were performed with rebound (REB) and without rebound (NRB). For the entire concentric time method only concentric time was significantly greater (p < 0.05) in the NRB than the REB. For the initial concentric time method the relative displacement, velocity, net work, & peak power of the center of mass were significantly greater (p < 0.05) in the REB than the NRB. Some subjects had theoretically infeasible negative results for elastic enhancement in the entire concentric time method, but not the initial concentric time method. It seems that measuring elastic-like behavior near the end of the movement can be confounded by the constraints of the task. Based on its success, the initial concentric time method appears to be more appropriate for measurement of elastic-like behavior in lifting.